
 

You're lucky if you're among the few people who know what this movie is. It's an Arabic movie filmed in 2013 and it stars a
bunch of actors from Dubai. You can watch it for free on YouTube, but don't worry if that doesn't work out for you because it's
also available on Amazon Prime. For a long time, I didn't know anything about this film and frankly, I still don't think I'm
interested in watching it because I can barely make out most of the words when they talk fast - which is pretty much all the time.
The film shows how a group of friends use their knowledge and the latest technology to try and change the face of banking in
the United Arab Emirates. The movie starts with two guys, I mean, young boys, playing billiards at a small bar. Hisham Tawfiq
plays one of those guys named Ali Abdullatif who's pretty cool and that's all we know about him because if we knew more than
that, we would've wasted too much precious time on unimportant stuff like his character development. The other guy is played
by Yousuf Saeed and he's a little bit less cool than Ali Abdullatif because he's not as rich and he wears a pair of black trousers
that look really cheap. Ali Abdullatif tries to convince his friends to go into the stock market but he fails, mostly because they're
all not rich enough to afford it. What's a guy supposed to do if he doesn't have any money? Go rob a bank? But wait...there are
no banks where they live. They can't rob an ATM machine... So what do they do? Well...there's a high-tech underground stock
exchange of course! Or at least there's a website called Daayen.com. It's run by a very rich older guy called Abdullatif
Alsharawi, who runs it even though he doesn't know anything about finance or stocks. It's very hi-tech and everything comes
from the Internet. It looks pretty cool on Daayen - your share is listed at the top right of the screen so you can see how much it
has increased or decreased in value within a certain time frame. The site also shows you exactly what the value is of your own
stock and how to buy it. It's all very complicated and that's why when Ali Abdullatif tries to buy his own stock, he can't quite
figure it out. But one thing's for sure: Daayen has made a real change in the banking industry in the UAE and put a stop to
corruption. You can even see it on Ali Abdullatif's face: he knows he did something good for this country and its people. But
there's still work to be done, and Ali Abdullatif wants his friends to go back into finance because they're supposedly smarter
than him.
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